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Bruce Daweâ€™s Enter Without So Much as Knocking is a poem that is critical of consumerism in the modern world.
The poem starts with the line â€œMemento, homo, qui, pulvis es, et in pulverem reverteris.â€•. Dawe creates irony in
this stanza by saying how the baby really is lucky, because.

When citing an essay from our library, you can use "Kibin" as the author. Six feet down nobody interested.
This chicken, signifying himself, is an Australian colloquialism. This is immediately followed by a cynical
comment from the narrator and he really was lucky because it didn't mean a thing to him then - Bobby Dazzler
doesn't have an impact on the child's life - yet: the child is lucky because he is innocent of the falseness of
society. What hooks you? Bruce Dawe high spots that humans seem to destruct and alter everything they can
acquire their custodies on. The callousness of everyone around him - a person has just died, and people are
paying attention to the make-up on his face. Well-equipped, smoothly-run, economy-size: these compound
words are commonly used in advertising, as if the life is being sold to the child. Thanks for a lovely evening
Clare - the sudden change of tone here hints at the insincerity of this comment, which is reinforced in the next
stanza. The whole idea of the funeral directors making him look good ties in with the theme of the hypocrisy
of society - the ultimate comment on society is that with "that automatic smile with nothing behind it", the
man might as well have been dead even before the accident: "He was dead before he was killed". The father is
described as an "Anthony Squires-Coolstream-Summerweight Dad" and the siblings as being "straight off the
Junior Department rack". The very first thing that the baby hears is not the voice of his mother, nor the voice
of his father, but the voice of materialism. Childhood is defined in terms of viewing habits and children are
brainwashed with American culture. The first voice that the baby hears when he is born is Bobby Dazzler, one
of Australia's first game shows. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of the
essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice. Beep, beep. A year or two to settle in
and get acquainted with the set-up; like every other well-equipped smoothly-run household, his included one
economy-size Mum, one Anthony Squires- Coolstream-Summerweight Dad, along with two other kids
straight off the Junior Department rack. The word "littered" has bad connotations, and is ironic because the
stars are about the only pure thing the poet has yet mentioned. Then the focus swiftly returns to television,
comedians and magicians. This new event shows the character as no longer a boy, representing innocence, but
in the company of "godless money-hungry back-stabbing miserable so-and-sos". The ellipsis that connects the
first and second stanzas demonstrates a change in time, in this case, a change of a couple of years. Essays may
be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay
examples prior to publication. Note the intrusion of the child's adult voice here. Remember: This is just a
sample from a fellow student. It is worthwhile noting that none of these media products are Australian and
thereby lies the message, that we are victims of cultural imperialism and this indicates that we have no culture
of our own. Economy-sized Mum The people inside the clothing are not described, they are without character.
My God beep the congestion here just gets beep worse every day, now what the beep beep does that idiot think
he's doing beep beep and BEEP. Speaks of a baby waking into life. The animal-like behaviours of the actors in
the movies, where they "snarled screamed" or made "monsterous love", and the aggressive, competitive
behaviour, where to "hit wherever you see a head and kick whoever's down", are seen to be acceptable and
normal by the characters in the poem. Generally People are too ashamed to have a soft cry in the corner
because they have surrended to a society which is emotionally bankrupt and centred on facade. Blink, blink.
They're not intended to be submitted as your own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. The
comment in parentheses here beyond the fifty-foot screen The sixth. Ten days old, carried in the front door in
his mother's arms, first thing he heard was Bobby Dazzler on Channel 7: Hello, hello hello all you lucky
people and he really was lucky because it didn't mean a thing to him then The poem itself is discussing a man's
journey from birth to death and how all around him life is interpreted by material possessions. Get downing
with the birth of the kid in the infirmary. Hello Metaphor: A pure unadulterated periphery of sky. Noise and
aggression in the next few lines. This is perhaps what "society" would say about them - an idea reinforced
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with the comment stars no-one had got around to fixing up yet. Good-as-new station-wagon - more
consumerism. The family has no warmth or closeness. This is very cynical, because the poet moves from early
childhood into middle age, in a few lines. He must also farewell the "soft cry in the corner"; a farewell to any
emotions.


